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Building the future is in our nature

 Our commitment to the planet fuels our use of sustainable materials and 
processes in every step we take.

 PLANET

 INNOVATION

 PEOPLE

 At the core of our values are three connected pillars: Innovation, People, and Planet.  
Join us on our journey as we strive to make every action count, every choice eco-conscious, and 
every day a step closer to a world we can all be proud of.

 Placing people's well-being at the forefront, we're committed to practices that foster 
equitable labor and community empowerment.

 Partner with us in our mission as we believe that building the future 
is not just a goal, it’s part of our nature.

 We're steadfast in our pursuit of selecting products that meet sustainability 
standards.



 Recycling ABS, instead of using virgin ABS, promotes a reduction of the carbon footprint in the manufacturing 
process by up to 89%.

 Plant origin material from the bark of cork oaks, cork is highly resistant to moisture and therefore durable 
and environmentally friendly.

 Cork

 Made from bamboo pulp, bamboo fibres are natural and biodegradable. Widely used in the composition of high-
performance materials for its resistance, durability, and stability.

 Bamboo Fibre

 Reusing the aluminium and cardboard contained in used milk cartons.
 Recycled milk cartons

 A rapidly renewable material, natural straw fibre has great malleability, allowing bends and curves.
 Natural straw fibre

 A natural material made from the fibres of the flax plant. Its characteristics make it possible to design sustainable, 
functional and attractive products.

 Flax

 Jute is a vegetable textile fibre. Biodegradable and recyclable, and therefore environmentally friendly.
 Jute

 Recycling of discarded cotton, whether in weaving, manufacturing or even post-consumer use. Recycled cotton 
avoids additional textile waste and requires fewer resources than conventional cotton.

 Recycled Cotton

 Cotton sourced from sustainable and traditional crops, without chemicals or persistent and toxic pesticides.
 Organic cotton

 Recycled ABS

Our materials
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E
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 Paper produced by reusing paper, thus reducing CO2 emissions and saving water and energy.
 Recycled paper

 Recycled material from the reuse of aluminium, usually associated with resistant and durable products.
 Recycled aluminium

 Calcium carbonate is a natural and renewable material that represents a sustainable 
alternative to plastic. An option that reduces the use of plastic resins and compatible with 
common recycling processes.

 Calcium Carbonate

 A conscious material that minimises the negative impacts of stainless steel production, contributing 
to the preservation of natural resources and the reduction of carbon emissions.

 Recycled stainless steel

 Material made from the reuse of PET, the most frequently used plastic in the creation of bottles 
and other containers. This process allows a new life for these previously used items.

 rPET

 This type of paper comes from forests that are managed in a sustainable way, thus ensuring 
the correct use of their resources in paper manufacturing.

 Paper from sustainable forest management

 Paper made from stone waste from industry, construction or quarries, and therefore does not require 
water or wood for its manufacture.

 Stone Paper

 One cup of coffee has an associated waste of 7g of coffee husks. To manufacture 1 notebook, 14g of coffee 
husks are needed, or just 2 coffee cups. The recycled raw materials, together with an environmentally friendly 
manufacturing process, ensure that this material has a lower carbon footprint.

 Coffee Husks

 4g of leftover tea leaves allows the creation of 1 sheet of A4 paper. This waste, in the UK alone, would be enough 
to produce 44 billion A4 sheets. These figures are equivalent to 220,000 adult trees that would be saved. Recycled 
raw materials, along with an environmentally friendly manufacturing process, ensure that this material has a 
lower carbon footprint.

 Tea Leaf Waste

 One elephant produces about 500kg of waste a day, enough to make 1000 sheets of A4 paper. 14,000 adult trees 
would therefore be saved using only 10% of the world's available elephant waste. Recycled raw materials, together 
with an environmentally friendly manufacturing process, ensure that this material has a lower carbon footprint.

 Elephant Poop
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Sheeran 97140
ABS (100% rABS) speaker with built-in microphone, 
IPX7 waterproof. The battery capacity is 1200 mAh, 
with approximately 9 hours of autonomy and 
10W of sound power. The speaker has 
BT 5.0 transmission, TF reader and auxiliary input. 
It can answer calls, control the volume and connect 
to the mobile device’s playlist. The grille can be fully 
customised. Includes a USB-C charging cable. 
Supplied in gift box.

 � 50 x 75 x 170 mm
 # DUV

Technology 
Solutions that can increase your productivity!

 The grille can be fully customised. USB-C 
cable to charge

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1787712.gif
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Bettencourt 97138
Foldable wireless headphones in ABS (59% rABS) with Active 
Noise Cancelling (ANC) function. These headphones feature 
BT 5.3 transmission and a 400 mAh battery, giving you a battery 
life of approximately 15 hours. When connected to your mobile 
device or computer, they can be controlled via convenient 
controls on the headphones. If necessary, they can also be used 
via a 3.5 mm jack cable. USB-C cable to charge. Supplied in a 
box and pouch.

 � Flap: 300 x 200 mm
 # PDP

Recycled ABS 
You can actually make a difference 
with your choices! ABS recycling 
reduces the carbon footprint in the 
manufacturing process by up 
to 89%.
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Turing 97097

Sovery 97096

Khan 97129

ABS (26% rABS) portable speaker with outdoor LED 
strip, with BT 5.0 transmission. It has a power of 3W 
(4Ω) and autonomy of up to 4 hours. It also has the 
function to answer calls and connect to the playlist 
of the mobile device. Supplied in a kraft paper 
gift box.

 � Ø55 x 63 mm
 # PDP

ABS (64% rABS) wireless charger with maximum 
power up to 10W. The charger has 5V/2A, 9V/1.67A 
inputs. USB cable to charge. Supplied in a kraft 
paper gift box.

 � Ø99 x 7,5 mm
 # PDP, DUV

2.4GhZ ABS (89% rABS) wireless mouse with 
ergonomics optical technology with a rubber finish. 
Includes battery with 500 mAh capacity. Includes 
USB cable for charging. Supplied in a kraft paper 
gift box.

 � 112 x 58 x 23 mm
 # PDP
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Nesbit II 97141
Portable table lamp in ABS (65% rABS) with 140 lumens and 
a clip to hold it to surfaces. The base is non-slip and the tube 
can be swivelled 360º to easily adjust the direction of the light. 
It has a built-in 1200 mAh lithium battery. It has an on/off switch 
with 3 brightness levels: high light (approximately 3 hours 
of use), medium light (approximately 7 hours of use) and low 
light (approximately 30 hours of use). Includes USB-C cable for 
recharging the battery. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 122 x 58 x 456 mm
 # PDP

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1726191.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Mayer 97098Tilly 97095
ABS (25% rABS) and bamboo portable speaker. 
With 3W power, BT 5.0 transmission and radio 
function. Autonomy up to 4h with a 500 mAh 
battery. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 70 x 70 x 37 mm
 # DUV, LSR

ABS (36% rABS) and bamboo portable speaker. 
With 3W power, BT 5.0 transmission and radio 
function. Autonomy up to 5h with 1200 mAh 
battery. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 135 x 40 x 65 mm
 # DUV, LSR

 Battery life up to 5h 
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Gould 97126

103

Bamboo and ABS wireless headphones with 5.0 BT 
transmission, AUX input and TF card reader. It has 
a battery capacity up to 400 mAh and  giving you 
a battery life of approximately 5 hours. Supplied in a 
kraft paper gift box.

 � 160 x 190 x 45 mm
 # LSR, PDP

A bamboo collection 
that combines elegance, 
performance and a 
natural material.

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1729775.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Morey 97122

160

Bamboo foldable table lamp with wireless charger, 
with 16 white and 9 yellow LEDS. The wireless charger 
is fast charging, having a power up to 10W, with 5V/2A, 
9V/2A inputs and USB-A output with 5V/2A power. 
Includes a USB-C charging cable. Supplied in a kraft 
paper gift box.

 � 432 x 110 x 37 mm
 # LSR

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1732409.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Venter 16GB 97569

Bromley 97099

Lange 97132
16 GB Bamboo USB Flash Drive. Supplied in a kraft 
paper box.

 � 60 x 19 x 10 mm | Box: 90 x 40 x 22 mm
 # LSR, DUV, PDP, SCR

ABS and bamboo desk station with the following 
functions: clock, alarm, humidity monitor and 
thermometer. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 130 x 130 x 21 mm
 # PDP, DUV, LSR

Bamboo wireless charger and smartphone holder. 
It has a wireless charging power of 10W. Compatible 
with smartphones with wireless charging technology. 
The bamboo support consists of 2 disassembled parts. 
USB-C cable to charge. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 140 x 80 x 8 mm
 # LSR, PDP, SCR

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1789190.gif
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Fitch 97909

Dalton 97123

Mott 97911

Daimler 97128

160

160

Bamboo portable battery with wireless charger. Lithium 
battery with a capacity of 5,000 mAh and a life span 
≥ 500 cycles. Contains 5V/2A input/output, charging 
indicator, 1 micro USB port, 1 type C USB port and 1 USB 
port. Maximum wireless output power of 5W. USB-C cable 
to charge. Compatible with smartphones with wireless 
charging technology. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 145 x 75 x 15 mm
 # PDP, LSR, SCR

Bamboo wireless charger with hub function. It contains 
2 USB-A output and 1 USB-C input. It has a wireless 
charging power of 15W. Compatible with smartphones 
with wireless charging technology. Includes USB-C cable 
to charge the battery. Supplied in kraft paper gift box.

 � 93 x 93 x 9 mm
 # LSR

Bamboo and ABS office organizer. With wireless charger, 
USB hub and phone holder. 5V and 1.5A input. Maximum 
output power of 5W. 1 USB port and 1 USB type C port. 
Includes 90 cm USB/type C charging cable. Compatible 
with smartphones with wireless charging technology. 
Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 255 x 135 x 14 mm
 # PDP, LSR

Magnetic fast wireless bamboo charger. 15W fast 
charging power. Includes a 1 meter cable with 
a USB-C output. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø59 x 8 mm
 # LSR, PDP
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127
Clerk 97137

8.000 mAh

Clean energy: take 
advantage of the sun to 
charge all your devices.

Portable battery made of aluminium (100% recycled) 
and lithium battery. The battery includes a solar 
panel and torch. It has a capacity of 8,000 mAh and 
a lifespan of over 500 cycles. It has USB-C input and 
USB-C and USB-A output for charging the battery. 
Includes a 30 cm USB-A/USB-C charging cable. Ideal for 
emergency situations. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 153 x 74 x 10 mm
 # LSR, SCR

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1724265.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Klee 93277

150133129

124119104

129

Office 
Explore our alternatives to regular paper and 
do not let any ideas slip away!

A5 notepad with cork cover and linen at the bottom of the cover. This 
notepad has 192 lined ivory pages from a sustainable forest management 
and pen holder (pen not included). Supplied in kraft paper envelope with 
customisable sticker.

 � 140 x 210 mm
 # LSR, DUV, SCR, TRD, TRS

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1787717.gif
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Orwell 93281

160

91778
Re Lando 
Set 

 �.26 

95077
Zen 80 

 �.59 

A5 notebook with rigid cover in bamboo and cork 
sheets. Contains 160 pages, made of 100% recycled 
paper, ivory-coloured lined, separator strip, elastic band 
and pen holder (pen not included).

 � 140 x 210 mm
 # SCR, LSR

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1787717.gif
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Milky 93271

103

A5 notebook with a rigid cover made from recycled milk 
cartons, helping to reuse the cardboard and aluminium 
contained in the cartons. Contains 160 pages, 100% 
recycled paper, ivory-coloured lined, separator strip and 
elastic band.

 � 145 x 210 mm
 # SCR, HTS
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Queiros 93283

106

104

113

103

Stone Paper 
The expression "one man's 
trash is another man's 
treasure" takes on even more 
meaning with our stone paper 
- composed of waste stone 
from industry, construction 
or quarrying.

A5 water-resistant 100% stone paper soft 
cover notepad (620g/m²) with 128 stone 
plain paper pages (120g/m²).

 � 140 x 210 mm
 # SCR

 Soft texture
Resistente à água
Resistant

Stone Paper
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Organic Soft 93291

Organic Semi-Rigid 93288

Organic Rigid 93294

A6 with soft cover, 52 plain pages.

A5 with semi-rigid cover, 100 lined pages.

A5 with hard cover, 120 lined pages.

Tree-free paper 
Zero waste

 24 TREES 

957 KG OF CO2 

65 000 L OF WATER

 1 ton of recycled cotton saves:

Notepad made from organic elephant matter (95%). 
The inner paper is made from cotton waste and 
is highly durable. Contains paper band with artwork. 
No waste has been generated nor have any chemicals 
or trees been used in the manufacturing process of this 
notepad.

 COVERS MADE OF NATURAL MATERIALS 

CHEMICAL- AND ACID-FREE PAPER 

EACH BLOCK SAVES UP TO 9 LITERS OF WATER 

SHEETS FROM RECYCLED COTTON THAT 
CAN LAST UP TO 1000 YEARS.

 Elephant Poop

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1787955.gif
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Coffeepad Soft 93292

Coffeepad Semi-Rigid 93289

Coffeepad Rigid 93295

Teapad Semi-Rigid 93290

Teapad Soft 93293

Teapad Rigid 93296

A6 with soft cover, 52 plain pages.

A5 with semi-rigid cover, 100 lined pages.

A5 with hard cover, 120 lined pages.

 Coffee Husks

A6 with soft cover, 52 plain pages.A6 with soft cover, 52 plain pages.

A5 with semi-rigid cover, 100 lined pages.A5 with semi-rigid cover, 100 lined pages.

A5 with hard cover, 120 lined pages.A5 with hard cover, 120 lined pages.

 Tea Leaf Waste
Notepad made from tea leafs waste (65%). The inner paper 
is made from cotton waste and is highly durable. Contains paper 
band with artwork. No waste has been generated nor have any 
chemicals or trees been used in the manufacturing process 
of this notepad.

Notepad made from coffee husk waste (65%). The inner paper 
is made from cotton waste and is highly durable. Contains 
paper band with artwork. No waste has been generated nor 
have any chemicals or trees been used in the manufacturing 
process of this notepad.

 Elephant Poop
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Alcott A5 93273Alcott A6 93274 Alcott A4 93272

160

160

160

A5 notepad with Kraft paper cover 
(250 g/m²) and round corners. 
Contains 80 plain, sewn pages 
of recycled paper from sustainable 
forest management.

 � 140 x 210 mm
 # SCR, TRD, TRS

A6 notepad with Kraft paper cover 
(250 g/m²) and round corners. 
Contains 80 plain, sewn pages 
of recycled paper from sustainable 
forest management.

 � 100 x 145 mm
 # SCR, TRD, TRS

A4 notepad with Kraft paper cover 
(250 g/m²) and round corners. 
Contains 80 plain, sewn pages 
of recycled paper from sustainable 
forest management.

 � 210 x 300 mm
 # SCR, TRD, TRS

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1787983.gif
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Emerge A5 Folder 93581

6,5”rP
E

T

103

300D PET (100% rPET) A5 folder with built-in wireless 
charger. The battery has a capacity of 5.000 mAh, 5 W 
power, 5V/2.1A input/output and a USB type C cable 
to charge it. The folder contains a smartphone pocket 
inside for a device up to 6.5’’, 3 card slots, 4 LED lights, 
an on/off button, a ball pen holder (not included), 
a smartphone and USB cable, a notepad with black 
cardboard cover and 64 ivory-colored sheets from 
sustainable forest management. On the front, there is also 
an oval print in black to indicate the wireless charging 
area. Supplied in a gift box.

 � 165 x 225 x 25 mm
 # SCR, TRD, TRS
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Re-Lando Set 91778

127109104103

Roller and ball pen set with aluminium (100% recycled) 
body with metal clip and tips. The sets are in the same 
colour and the ball pen has a twist mechanism. Blue ink. 
Supplied in a gift box.

 � Roller: Ø11 x 140 mm | Ball Pen: Ø11 x 140 mm | 
Box: 178x46x29 mm

 # PDP, LSR

Write 
Opt for the natural feel and designs that best suit your brand!
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109106105104103

Limitless 91696
Inkless pen with aluminium (100% recycled) body. 
Suitable for long-term use without the need for 
sharpening. The top contains an eraser that easily 
erases what is written.

 � Ø8 x 150 mm
 # PDP, LSR

Recycled aluminium 
The recycling of aluminum reduces 
considerably the use of energy 
in the production process and avoids 
the emission of greenhouse gases.
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Re-Beta 91777

147127105 114106103

Ball pen in aluminium (100% recycled). 
Available in a wide range of colours. Blue ink.

 � Ø10 x 137 mm
 # PDP, LSR
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160 147
160

Zola 91770Beal 91774 Elliot 81009

Combine 
the durability 
of bamboo with 
sustainable writing

Bamboo ball pen with a metal clip, 
PP elements and matt finish. Features a touch 
tip in metallic grey for use with touch screens 
devices. Black ink.

 � Ø11 x 141 mm
 # LSR, PDP

Ball pen in bamboo and ABS with 
matte metallic finish. Features a twist 
mechanism and metal clip. Blue ink.

 � Ø10 x 142 mm
 # LSR, PDP

Ball pen in bamboo with a metal clip. 
Blue ink.

 � Ø11 x 137 mm
 # LSR, PDP

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1789227.gif
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Fuji 91775
Ball pen in bamboo and ABS with 
metallic mate finishing. Features 
a twist mechanism and a metal clip. 
Black ink.

 � Ball pen: Ø12 x 136mm | 
Case: 25,22 mm x 165 mm

 # LSR, PDP
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160

123106103

Infinity 91773

Klimt 91769

93283
Queiros 

 �.21 

Inkless pen in bamboo with 
metal alloy and graphite tip. 
Long-lasting, erasable, with 
no sharpening required.

 � Ø8 x 138 mm
 # LSR, PDP

Ball pen in calcium carbonate 
(45%) and PP (55%). Black ink. Due 
to the nature of the material colour 
variations may occur.

 � Ø11 x 140 mm
 # PDP
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Swing rPET 91772

rP
E

T

132128109106105103 104

rP
E

T

Ball pen in PET (100% rPET) with 
a metal clip. Available in a wide range 
of colours. Blue ink.

 � Ø12 x 133 mm
 # PDP

rPET 
Make responsible choices and preserve 
the earth's natural resources.
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Roma L 92099

rP
E

T

129104

104

Backpacks 
A collection of 100% rPET backpacks with 
unique and distinctive features.

Thermal backpack padded in 600D PET (100% rPET) and 
ripstop. It is made up of 2 front straps that make it easy 
to carry items, 1 spacious main compartment with double zip 
fastening on both sides, 2 side mesh pockets for small items 
and adjustable straps to ensure greater carrying comfort. The 
PEVA-lined interior ensures good thermal insulation, allowing 
the cold to be kept in for longer and sanitised. The robust 
materials give it strength and durability, designed for everyday 
needs. Capacity up to 16 litres.

 � 280 x 400 x160 mm
 # TRD, TRS
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Roma M 92184

rP
E

T

104

129

Padded cooler bag in 600D PET (100% rPET) and 
ripstop. Composed of 1 large main compartment 
with double zip fastening on both sides and 2 side 
mesh pockets for small items. The PEVA-lined 
interior ensures good thermal insulation, allowing 
the cold to be kept in for longer and sanitised. The 
robust materials give it strength and durability, 
designed for everyday needs. Capacity up to 
11 litres.

 � 260 x 290 x 160 mm
 # TRD, TRS

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1727266.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Business 92098

rP
E

T

10,1”15,6”

15.6” Laptop and tablet backpack in 300D PET (100% 
rPET) and 210D PET (100% rPET) . Features a padded main 
compartment with a built-in divider for laptops and tablets 
up to 10.1”, 2 zipped front pockets, 2 mesh side pockets and 
adjustable padded back and shoulder straps. The backpack 
incorporates a trolley strap and is an ideal design providing 
excellent storage for your work or leisure trips. Capacity up to 
18 litres.

 � 300 x 450 x 140 mm
 # TRD, TRS
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129

104

Alasca 92092

rP
E

T

14”

Hiking-style backpack for everyday use in urban environments, 
adventures or outdoor sports. The functional design combined 
with the quality and resistance of the materials make this 
backpack a unique product. Made from 600D PET (100% rPET) 
with a waterproof coating. The backpack consists of 1 main 
compartment with a multifunction pocket in 210D PET (100% 
rPET), 1 separate fully padded compartment for a laptop up to 
14” and mesh side pockets. The top pocket has a zip fastener. 
This backpack has special features such as multifunctional 
belt loops, weight control straps, chest strap. Capacity up to 
18 litres.

 � 280 x 455 x 160 mm
 # TRD, TRS

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1724220.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Delfos Pouch 92091

rP
E

T

Delfos Backpack 92192

rP
E

T

15,6”

Delfos 92191

rP
E

T
103

300D PET (100% rPET) and 600D PET (100% 
rPET) waist bag with reflective elements. Contains 
1 main compartment with double zipper and 
1 front pocket to carry a bottle. The strap 
is adjustable.

 � 270 x 120 x 70 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD

300D PET (100% rPET) and 600D PET (100% 
rPET) laptop backpack with reflective elements. 
It has 1 main compartment with 1 multifunctional 
pocket and a pocket for a laptop up to 15.6”. 
It contains 1 front pocket with zipper, 2 side 
mesh pockets and an elastics on the front to carry 
different objects. The handles and the back are 
padded. Capacity up to 18 L.

 � 320 x 450 x 140 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD

300D PET (100% rPET) and 600D PET (100% 
rPET) single strap backpack. It has a main 
compartment and front pocket with zipper. 
Contains reflective elements and an inner elastic 
band to carry a bottle. The straps and the back 
are padded.

 � 200 x 340 x 80 mm
 # TRS, TRD
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Merida 92326

119124

128124 129119106104103102

Shopping 
Versatile bags that guarantee comfort during 
outdoor activities, travelling or shopping.

Cotton (50%), recycled cotton (30%) and recycled 
polyester (20%) bag (220 g/ m²) with 62 cm 
handles.

 � 380 x 400 x 100 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD, T XP

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1788057.gif
https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1788058.gif
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Camden 92327

129106104 128103

128

104

Cotton (50%), recycled cotton (30%) and recycled 
polyester (20%) bag (280 g/ m²) with 62 cm 
handles.

 � 500 x 370 x 120 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD, T XP
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Girona 92331Parma 92330

150

150

Recycled Cotton 
Utility bags for your everyday life with excellent 
areas for customisation, created from textile 
waste and old garments.

Cotton (50%), recycled cotton (30%) and recycled 
polyester (20%) bag (220 g/ m²) with 60 cm 
handles.

 � 380 x 400 x 100 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD, T XP

Cotton (50%), recycled cotton (30%) and recycled 
polyester (20%) bag (280 g/ m²) with 62 cm 
handles.

 � 500 x 370 x 120 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD, T XP
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160103

104

103

150104

Gibraltar 92076

rP
E

T

Beirut 92332Siena 92328

Recycled cotton gift bag (70%), PET (30% rPET) 
(140 g/m²) and cotton cord handles. Reusable bag 
ideal for small gifts.

 � 140 x 200 mm
 # TRS, TRD

Foldable bag (140 g/m²) in cotton (50%), recycled 
cotton (30%) and recycled polyester (20%) with 
38 cm handles.

 � Open: 380 x 470 mm | Folded: 135 x 205 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD, T XP

Foldable bag (140 g/m²) in cotton (50%), recycled 
cotton (30%) and recycled polyester (20%) with 
38 cm handles.

 � Open: 380 x 470 mm | Folded: 135 x 205 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD, T XP
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Matola 92932Nampula 92933

Cairo 92084

rP
E

T

150134128124123119114

109

109

108106105103102

Organic cotton 
Support organic and traditional farming. 
Your choice matters!

100% organic cotton bag (120 g/m²). 60 cm 
handles and Organic Label.

 � 370 x 410 mm
 # TXP, TRD, TRS

100% organic cotton drawstring bag (120 g/m²).
 � 370 x 410 mm
 # TXP, TRD, TRS

Bag (180 g/m²) in recycled cotton (70%) and PET 
(30% rPET) with 65 cm handles.

 � 380 x 420 mm
 # TRS, TRD, T XP
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+
0,5

103 106 134

Federer 94272

24H
8H

Drinkware 
A superb collection, with excellence-standard designs and materials.

Double-walled bottle in (90% recycled) stainless 
steel and PP cap. The lid has a screw and a handle 
for easy transport. Capacity up to 570 mL. 
Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø73 x 227 mm
 # LAS, SCR
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https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1724226.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Morgan 94271

A material that doesn't 
compromise on resistance, 
quality and durability.

Single walled bottle made from stainless steel 
(90% recycled). The lid has a patterned handle. 
Capacity up to 710 mL. Supplied in a kraft paper 
gift box.

 � Ø70 x 232 mm
 # LAS, SCR
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Shawn 94269

134127106105103

Take your favourite recycled 
aluminium bottle wherever 
you want.

Aluminium (90% Recycled) sports bottle with 
single wall and glossy finish. Lid with flip top 
opening system. Capacity up to 660 mL.

 � Ø72 x 198 mm
 # LAS, SCR, UVC
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Bamboo travel 
bottles and glasses
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Queta 94250

Pietro 94241

4H
2H

Lycka 94761

4H
2H

103 106 133 134

0,5

160

160

Aluminium bottle with a matt finish 
and a bamboo lid. Capacity up to 
550 mL.

 � Ø65 x 197 mm
 # LAS, LSR, SCR, UVC

Stainless steel and bamboo travel cup with 
air-insulated double wall and sliding opening 
system. Capacity up to 500 mL. Supplied in a kraft 
paper gift box.

 � Ø82 x 158 mm
 # PDP, LSR

Air-insulated double wall stainless steel and 
bamboo cup with AS lid with slide closure. 
Capacity up to 350 mL. Supplied in a kraft paper 
gift box.

 � Ø80 x 108 mm
 # LSR, DUV, SCR
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Laver 94257

24H
8H

Sow 94239

24H
8H

Bamboo and stainless steel bottle with 
a PP lid, double-walled body and vacuum 
insulation. Capacity of up to 440ml. Supplied 
in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø70 x 222 mm
 # DUV, LSR, SCR

Bamboo and stainless steel thermal bottle with 
vacuum double body and tea infuser. This bottle 
has a capacity up to 440 mL and is supplied in a 
kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø70 x 215 mm
 # DUV, LSR, SCR
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160

Ceylon 94254

24H
8H

Bamboo and stainless steel vacuum-insulated 
double-walled thermos. The bottle has a capacity of up 
to 450 mL and keepds drinks hot for 12 hours and cold for 
24 hours. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø63 x 251 mm
 # LSR, SCR

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1783543.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Snead 94238
Borosilicate glass teapot with bamboo lid. Includes 
stainless steel infuser. Capacity up to 750 mL. 
Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � 200 x 85 mm
 # LSR
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0,7

Fangio 94251 Glogg 94255

116

Ceramic mug with lid and bamboo base. Capacity 
up to 230 mL. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box. The 
mug is dishwasher safe and resistant for at least 
125 washing cycles (including print) according 
to EN12875-1.

 � Ø84 x 68 mm
 # SCR, F IR , LSR

Ceramic teapot with bamboo lid and handle. 
Capacity up to 700 mL. Supplied in a kraft paper 
gift box.

 � Ø164 x 115 mm
 # LSR

Bamboo and ceramic 
The indispensable refinement when 
serving hot drinks.
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Lauda 94276
Double walled mug in stainless steel (90% 
recycled) with a bamboo lid. Capacity up to 
420 mL. Supplied in a Kraft gift box.

 � Ø88 x 112 mm
 # LAS
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Rory sub 94275

Lavine 350 94263

131129103

Ceramic mug with sublimation coating, cork base and gloss 
finish. The base, which can be removed, is designed to protect 
the work surface. Capacity up to 410 mL. Dishwasher-safe 
without the base. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box. The mug 
is dishwasher safe and resistant for at least 250 washing cycles 
(including sublimation printing) according to EN12875-1.

 � Ø87 x 110mm
 # SUB

Stainless steel vacuum-insulated double-walled 
travel cup, with copper coated inner wall and cork 
lid. Cup with capacity up to 350 mL and keeps 
drinks hot for 6h and cold for 24h. Supplied in a 
kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø73 x 125 mm
 # PDP, L AS, LSR, SCR

Cork as a noble 
and sophisticated material
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Galliot 99079

rP
E

T

Polar blanket (180 g/m²) in PET (100% rPET) with 
bag in PET (100% rPET) 210D.

 � 1500 x 1200 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD

Home 
We deliver a selection of quality items with 
excellent areas for customisation!



Zen 180 95078 Duval 95075Zen 80 95077

104 106
110

110

Aromatic candle in a glass cup with a cork 
lid. The fragrance helps make your home 
a more relaxing environment. Quantity 
up to 180 g. Made in Europe. Supplied 
in an individual gift box. 
Colour 110 - Vanilla

 � Ø75 x 95 mm | Box: 78 x 78x 100 mm
 # LSR, SCR

Scented candle in a glass holder with 
a cork lid. Vegan vegetable wax. The 
natural materials and strong fragrance 
help make your home a more relaxing 
environment. Quantity up to 180 g. Made 
in Europe. Supplied in an individual gift 
box. 
Colour 104 - Red fruits 
Colour 106 - White Musk

 � Ø75 x 95 mm | Box: 78 x 78x 100 mm
 # STI, LSR, SCR

Aromatic candle in a glass holder with 
a cork lid. The fragrance helps make 
your home a more relaxing environment. 
Quantity up to 80 g. Made in Europe. 
Supplied in an individual gift box. 
Colour 110 - Vanilla

 � Ø57 x 73 mm | Box: 59 x 59 x 75 mm
 # LSR, SCR
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Borosilicate glass bottle with cork lid. 
Capacity up to 700 mL. Supplied in a 
kraft box.

 � Ø95 x 110 mm
 # LSR

Borosilicate glass bottle with cork lid. 
Capacity up to 380 mL. Supplied in a 
kraft box.

 � Ø95 x 60 mm
 # LSR

Borosilicate glass bottle with cork lid. Food 
grade. Capacity up to 1 L. Supplied in a 
kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø83 x 215 mm
 # SCR, LSR

Borosilicate glass bottle with cork lid. Food 
grade. Capacity up to 800 mL. Supplied 
in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Ø80 x 190 mm
 # SCR, LSR

Cork and glass: a simple design 
that allows you to create 
elegant environments
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Caraway 94260Caraway Round 94259

160

160

Large bamboo serving board with handle, 
very versatile. Supplied with a kraft gift box.

 � 240 x 450 x 12 mm
 # LSR

Large bamboo serving board with handle, 
very versatile. Ideal for pizza. Supplied in a 
kraft paper gift box.

 � 310 x 408 x 12 mm
 # LSR

Bamboo 
Essential homeware available for laser 
customisation!
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Caraway Long 94258

160

Large bamboo serving board with handle, very versatile. 
Supplied in kraft paper gift box.

 � 155 x 600 x 12 mm
 # LSR
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160
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Marjoram 94261

Passard 94321

Bamboo cutting board. Supplied with a kraft 
gift box.

 � 400 x 300 x 15 mm
 # LSR

Bread board in bamboo with stainless 
steel knife included. The grid detaches 
for easy cleaning. Supplied in kraft paper 
gift box.

 � 350 x 250 x 40 mm
 # LSR, SCR

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1788992.gif
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Heisenberg 94312

Shandy 94320

Amchur 94573

160

160

160

Bamboo digital kitchen scale with Tare function 
included. Weighing capacity up to 5 kg. Includes 
two AAA batteries. Supplied in a kraft paper 
gift box.

 � 145 x 200 x 17 mm
 # DUV, LSR, SCR

Folding bamboo pot stand. Supplied in kraft paper 
gift box.

 � Closed: 215 x 40 x 14 mm | 
Open: 180 x 150 x 14 mm

 # LSR, PDP, SCR

Bamboo coaster with bottle opener 
and magnet.

 � Ø65 x 11 mm
 # LSR, PDP, SCR
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Morimoto 94314

160

Sushi set in bamboo with a mat, 2 pairs 
of chopsticks, 1 spoon and 1 knife. Supplied 
in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Box: 245 x 100 x 33 mm
 # LSR, PDP, SCR
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Robust hermetic box made of stainless steel (90% 
recycled) with side safety buckles. Capacity up to 
750 mL. Supplied in a Kraft paper gift box.

 � 170 x 119 x 57 mm
 # LSR

Recycled stainless 
steel

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1724255.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Zimbro 99812 Rickey 94575

103

160

Apron (140 g/m²) with cotton (60%  recycled) and 
front pocket.

 � 590 x 900 mm | Pocket: 250 x 200 mm
 # TXP, EDB, ETD, TRD, TRS

Kitchen glove made from 60% recycled cotton.
 � 150 x 300 mm
 # TRS, TRD

Recycled 
Cotton

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1724255.mp4?ipaper_autoplay=true&ipaper_loop=true&ipaper_popup=false&ipaper_controls=true
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Bardem L 99047

Bardem L 

Bardem M 99048

Bardem M 

Bardem S 99049

Bardem S 

Personal & Travel 
Insert your brand into personal and practical 
items for common everyday activities.

Bath towel (500 g/m²) in cotton (82%) 
and recycled cotton (18%). OEKO-TEX 
certification. Made in Europe.

 � 1400 x 700 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD

Hand towel (500 g/m²) in cotton (82%) 
and recycled cotton (18%). OEKO-TEX 
certification. Made in Europe.

 � 1000 x 500 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD

Face towel (350 g/m²) in cotton (82%) 
and recycled cotton (18%). OEKO-TEX 
certification. Made in Europe.

 � 300 x 300 mm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD
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Ruffalo Large 95053

Ruffalo 95068

Cotton (82%) and recycled cotton (18%) bathrobe 
(350 g/m²). It has a soft touch fabric, 1 adjustment 
belt and 2 pockets (1 on each side). With 
OEKO-TEX certification. Made in Europe.

 � Sizes: L/ XL | 660 x 1190 mm
 # EDB, ETD

Bathrobe (350 g/m²) made of cotton (82%) and 
recycled cotton (18%). It has a soft touch fabric, 
1 adjustment belt and 2 pockets (1 on each side). 
Made in Europe.

 � 620 x 1150 mm
 # EDB, ETD

Recycled Cotton 
For the ultimate comfort after bathing - a recycled natural fabric 
that is soft to the touch.
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Malek 99046

Caplan 99045
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Multifunctional bath towel (350g/m²) made of light 
and resistant cotton (85%) and recycled cotton (15%). 
With OEKO-TEX certification. Made in Europe.

 � 100 x 180 cm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD

Multifunctional towel made of light and resistant 
cotton (90%) and recycled cotton (10%). With 
OEKO-TEX certification. Made in Europe.

 � 100 x 180 cm
 # TRS, EDB, ETD, TRD
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Conroy 95063
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Delany 95056 Enos 95054

Arkin 95057

160

160

Blanchett 92735
Spa set including: PET (80% rPET) + PET bath 
puff with polyester handle, pommes stone with 
polyester cord and cotton and jute back towel 
exfoliating, with cotton handles.

 � Shower puff: Ø100 mm | Washcloth: 690 x 80 mm |  
Pumice stone: 100 x 50 x 20 mm | Bag: 280 x 200 mm

 # TRS, TRD

Toothbrush with bamboo body and Nylon bristles. 
Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Toothbrush: 175 x 14 x 5 mm | 
Box: 190 x 30 x 15 mm

 # LSR, PDP

Bamboo comb. Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.
 � Comb: 134 x 30 x 6 mm | Box: 150 x 35 x 10 mm
 # LSR, PDP

Shower brush in bamboo with natural boar bristles. 
Supplied in a kraft paper gift box.

 � Brush: 447 x 82 x 12 mm | Box: 455 x 89 x 30 mm
 # LSR, PDP

Bamboo personal care 
products

Cosmetic bag in 100% cotton (280 g/m²) with 
cork details on the bottom and zip puller, which 
can also be used as a handle for easy transport. 
Lined interior, easy to clean and quick drying, ideal 
for storing make-up.

 � 220 x 130 x 80 mm
 # TRS, TRD

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1789042.gif
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Homer Round 95071

Homer Square 95070

Circular bamboo keyring with a metal 
casing. Supplied with a kraft paper box.

 � 36 x 40 x 4 mm
 # LSR, DOM, PDP

Rectangular bamboo keyring with a metal 
casing. Supplied with a kraft paper box.

 � 22 x 47 x 5 mm
 # LSR, DOM, PDP
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Yala 98139

Geres 98138

160

160

Cork exercise block. Ideal for yoga and aerobics. 
Contains paper strip with exercise instructions. 
Made in Europe.

 � 227 x 120 x 75 mm
 # SCR, LSR

Exercise mat for yoga made of cork and TPE. Up to 
3,7 mm thick. It includes a carrying  handle and 
a paper bag illustrating exercises.

 � Closed: Ø100 x 610 mm | 
Open: 1830 x 610 x 3,7 mm

 # LSR
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Sun & Rain

78

Sun & Rain 
Come rain or shine, these accessories carry your brand everywhere!
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River 99040
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Cimone 99041
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190T PET (100% rPET) pongee umbrella, with fibreglass ribs 
and wooden handle. Foldable umbrella in 3 sections, with 
automatic opening and closing and windproof. Supplied in bag.

 � Umbrella: Ø990 x 285 mm | Bag: Ø55 x 240 mm
 # TRS, TRD, T XP

190T PET (100% rPET) pongee umbrella, with fibreglass ribs 
and PP handle. Foldable umbrella in 3 sections with automatic 
opening and windproof. Supplied in bag.

 � Umbrella: Ø990 x 290 mm | Bag: Ø55 x 240 mm
 # TRS, DOM, TRD, T XP
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Carl 99038
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Hawk 99039
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rPET 
Offer essential warm clothes to keep 
close on cold days!

PET (100% rPET) double-layered soft knit 
unisex beanie.

 � 180 x 220 mm
 # EDB, ETD

PET (100% rPET) double-layered soft knit unisex 
beanie. Foldable.

 � Beanie: 180 x 235 mm (Folded) | Fold: 70 mm
 # EDB, ETD

https://viewer.ipaper.io/ViewFile1789071.gif
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Ryan 99090

104

103

131

105

Cap made of brushed cotton (65% recycled) with 
6 panels and eyelets for ventilation (280 g/m²). 
Adjustable with metal buckle.

 � Size: 580 mm
 # TRD, EDB, ETD, TRS

Explore with a clear conscience 
with our recycled cotton hat
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Jean 99419Edward 99423

Sanibel 98140 Varadero 98324

Natural straw hat.
 � Size: 580 mm
 "

Natural straw hat.
 � Size: 580 mm
 "

Bamboo sunglasses with mirrored lenses and 
UV400 protection. Supplied in a kraft paper pouch.

 � 147 x 46 x 150 mm
 # LSR, PDP

Sunglasses with PP and bamboo frames. Category 
3 mirrored lenses and UV400 protection. Complying 
with EN ISO 12312-1.

 � 146 x 49 x 150 mm
 # PDP

Bamboo sunglasses
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14”

10,1”

 Warning: item colours may differ slightly from photos due to graphic reproduction.
 The dimensions of the products and their recommended areas of customisation are indicative only and may change without prior notice.

Waterproof 

Automatic opening 

Stainless steel 

Suitable for cold drinks 

Suitable for hot drinks 

Suitable for cold/hot drinks (hours) 

Food grade 

Suitable for washing machine 

BPA Free 

Wireless Charger 

Reflective elements 

Blue ink 

Black ink 

Plain sheets 

Kraft plain sheets 

Lined sheets 

Ivory lined pages 

Supplied in a gift box 

Fiber rib umbrella 

Magnet 

Double insulation 

LED 

TF reader 

Twist mechanism 

Laptop in inches 

Tablet Inches 

Touch tip 

Thermal protection 

Rotation up to 360º 

A4 size 

A5 size 

A6 size 

BT transmission 

Unisex
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hideagifts.com

Stay updated

Pink 
Black 
Blue 
Red 
White 
Yellow 
Green 
Transparent 
Grey 
Royal blue 
Pastel white 
Light green 
Light grey 
Light blue 
Satin silver 
Orange 
Dark green 
Beige 
Purple 
Dark grey 
Navy blue 
Gun metal 
Light natural 
Natural

Doming 
Digital Uv 
Embroidery 
3D Embroidery 
Firing 
Hot Stamping 
Circular Laser 
Laser 
Pad Printing 
Screen Printing 
Stickers 
Sublimation 
Digital Transfer 
Transfer 
Textile Screen Printing 
Circular Uv

Quality customisation 
services

Colour Scheme

https://www.facebook.com/hideagifts
https://www.instagram.com/hideagifts
https://www.youtube.com/@hideagifts
https://www.hideagifts.com
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